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A critical assessment of the photodegradation of
pharmaceuticals in aquatic environments: deﬁning
our current understanding and identifying
knowledge gaps†
Jonathan K. Challis,a Mark L. Hanson,b Ken J. Friesenc and Charles S. Wong*acd
This work presents a critical assessment of the state and quality of knowledge around the aquatic
photochemistry of human- and veterinary-use pharmaceuticals from laboratory experiments and ﬁeld
observations. A standardized scoring rubric was used to assess relevant studies within four categories:
experimental design, laboratory-based direct and indirect photolysis, and ﬁeld/solar photolysis. Speciﬁc
metrics for each category are deﬁned to evaluate various aspects of experimental design (e.g., higher
scores are given for more appropriate characterization of light source wavelength distribution). This
weight of evidence-style approach allowed for identiﬁcation of knowledge strengths and gaps covering
three areas: ﬁrst, the general extent of photochemical data for speciﬁc pharmaceuticals and classes;
second, the overall quality of existing data (i.e., strong versus weak); and ﬁnally, trends in the
photochemistry research around these speciﬁc compounds, e.g. the observation of speciﬁc and
consistent oversights in experimental design. In general, those drugs that were most studied also had
relatively good quality data. The four pharmaceuticals studied experimentally at least ten times in the
literature had average total scores (lab and ﬁeld combined) of $29, considered decent quality;
carbamazepine (13 studies; average score of 31), diclofenac (12 studies; average score of 31),
sulfamethoxazole (11 studies; average score of 34), and propranolol (11 studies; average score of 29).
Major oversights and errors in data reporting and/or experimental design included: lack of measurement
and reporting of incident light source intensity, lack of appropriate controls, use of organic co-solvents
in irradiation solutions, and failure to consider solution pH. Consequently, a number of these
experimental parameters were likely a cause of inconsistent measurements of direct photolysis rate
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constants and quantum yields, two photochemical properties that were highly variable in the literature.
Overall, the assessment rubric provides an objective and scientiﬁcally-defensible set of metrics for
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assessing the quality of a study. A major recommendation is the development of a method guideline,
based on this rubric, for conducting and reporting on photochemical studies that would produce
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consistent and reliable data for quantitative comparison across studies. Furthermore, an emphasis should

Environmental impact
Human- and veterinary-use pharmaceuticals are present in surface waters globally. Understanding the fate of these contaminants is important for characterizing
the occurrence in the environment and exposure to non-target organisms. Photolysis of pharmaceuticals is a major degradation process occurring in natural
systems, and has been a topic of signicant research. This critical review is an evaluation of the state and quality of knowledge regarding this topic using a weight
of evidence-style approach. Specically, the review aims to highlight inconsistencies in experimental design and reporting that contribute to unreliable data
found throughout the literature. Major recommendations are made towards the goal of developing accepted testing guidelines for the study of photolytic fate of
pharmaceuticals in aquatic environments.
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be placed on conducting more dual-fate studies involving controlled photolysis experiments in natural
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sunlight, and whole system fate studies in either natural or artiﬁcial systems. This would provide accurate
data describing the actual contribution of photolysis to the overall fate of pharmaceuticals in the
environment.

Introduction
Human- and veterinary-use pharmaceuticals are a diverse class
of aquatic contaminants whose physiochemical properties, use
patterns, and means of disposal, can result in signicant
quantities entering surface waters, making them ubiquitous in
many aquatic environments.1,2 Once in surface waters, they can
produce a broad range of responses in non-target organisms,
including at environmentally relevant concentrations.3–5
Signicant research into the environmental occurrence, fate,
and eﬀects of pharmaceuticals were in part motivated by a
number of inuential studies and reviews in the late 1990s.1,6–8
This current critique is an extension of these eﬀorts.
Improved understanding of pharmaceutical fate is needed to
characterize better the risk these compounds pose to both
ecosystems and human-health via aquatic exposure. Specically, dening their environmental fate processes and removal
mechanisms is vital, as these inuence the magnitude and
duration of exposure to a particular pharmaceutical, and hence
risk. Considering the growing call and regulatory requirements
for the ecological eﬀects of pharmaceuticals to be included in

formal risk assessments, it is paramount that high-quality fate
data be generated to dene and rank accurately the risks these
compounds might pose. In turn, characterizing strengths and
weaknesses of available data on fate processes for pharmaceuticals, specically photolysis here, will allow researchers and
regulators to direct their resources appropriately to address
knowledge gaps. Therefore, we used a weight-of-evidence-style
approach to assess the quality of existing data on the photolysis
of pharmaceuticals in aquatic environments.
Photolysis is a major mechanism of removal from the
aquatic environment for many pharmaceuticals.9,10 Individual
compounds can undergo photolysis to varying degrees,
depending on their chemical structure. The presence of
aromatic rings and conjugated p systems, as well as various
functional groups and heteroatoms, facilitate the direct
absorption of solar radiation.9 Such structures result in strong
absorption in the UV-C wavelength range, with tailing absorption into the UV-B and in some cases UV-A ranges. The potential
spectral overlap with natural sunlight (l > 290 nm11suggests that
these pharmaceuticals may degrade at least partially by direct
photolysis. As well, pharmaceuticals can also react with
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photosensitizing species (i.e., indirect photolysis) such as
photolytically excited natural organic matter (NOM), nitrate,
carbonate, or iron present in the water column.9
The extent of direct photolysis is commonly determined
experimentally by obtaining a direct photolysis rate constant
under a given irradiation source (sunlight or articial light).
This has been done throughout the literature for a wide range of
pharmaceuticals and is relatively simple experimentally.12–19
Furthermore, direct photolysis can be predicted to a large extent
by two factors: the rate of light absorption, dependent on the
molar absorption properties of a chemical and light intensity in
the UV-B and UV-A ranges; and the quantum yield, a measure of
how eﬃciently a compound reacts upon absorption of a
photon.20 While quantum yields serve as a much better
predictor of direct photolytic fate than just simply rate
constants and half-lives, fewer studies tend to measure them as
their determination is more complex. Quantum yields are a
characteristic property of a compound over a given wavelength
range that can be compared across studies and used to predict
real environmental fate,20 while a degradation rate constant is
completely dependent on the specic light conditions used. In
part, this review will touch on the predictive ability of quantum
yields and discuss the experimental problems leading to
inconsistent quantum yield determination for pharmaceuticals.
Indirect photolysis mechanisms oen play a major role in
the overall photolytic fate of pharmaceuticals, especially for
those drugs that do not appreciably absorb light above 290 nm
(e.g., ibuprofen19). Indirect mechanisms are increasingly
complex and are much harder to predict, as chemicals can react
via multiple pathways through interaction with naturally
occurring photo-generated transient species. Many studies have
detailed various mechanisms involving triplet excited dissolved
organic matter (3DOM), singlet oxygen (1O2), hydroxyl radicals
(cOH), and others.13,21–27 Identifying specic species responsible
for indirect photolysis involves detailed kinetic work that may
be complicated in some cases by multiple mechanisms and
competing eﬀects. These types of issues make predictions
regarding indirect photolysis diﬃcult, and thus, pharmaceuticals generally need to be studied, for now, on a case-by-case,
compound-by-compound basis. There are, however, methods
that can be utilized to isolate possible reactive species and
measure bimolecular second-order reaction rate constants for
individual pharmaceuticals. These techniques, in some cases
borrowed from the radiation chemistry literature, include
pulsed radiolysis, spectroscopy, and competition kinetics.28,29
The general classes of pharmaceuticals (e.g., antibiotics,
anti-psychotics, non-steroidal anti-inammatory drugs or
NSAIDs, etc.) are an extremely diverse collection of chemical
compounds, which can be broken down further into diﬀerent
families of compounds on the basis of some structural similarity and pharmacological function. In many studies evaluated
for this review, a subset of compounds from a family of drugs
were examined to compare how the extent of photodegradation
diﬀers based on structural diﬀerences.13,21,23,30 For example, the
family of sulfonamide antibiotics contain an identical backbone structure comprised of an aniline ring and a sulfonamide
group, diﬀering only in their R-heterocyclic functional groups.
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Boreen et al. studied a number of ve-13 and six-21membered
ring sulfonamides and observed diﬀering photochemical reactivity amongst the very similarly structured compounds. Piram
et al. also observed diﬀering degrees of photolysis amongst a
number of structurally related b-blocker drugs.30 These examples further illustrate the complexity of predicting the environmental photolysis of pharmaceuticals.
Two separate approaches were taken to evaluate and
summarize the state of knowledge regarding the aquatic
photochemistry of pharmaceuticals. The primary and overarching focus of this critical review employed a weight of
evidence-style approach drawing from the work of Van Der
Kraak et al.31 in order to assess the quality of data available in
the literature as it relates to the photolytic fate of pharmaceuticals in aquatic systems. To this end, we developed a transparent scoring rubric to ascertain the overall quality of the
studies under evaluation. Alternatively, a more traditional
approach to a review paper was taken whereby relevant studies
with similar/contrasting focus and/or ndings were summarized and discussed. This took the form of both summary tables
of data and discussions throughout the text. The objective of
this specic approach, and specically the use of summary
tables, was to create an easily accessible summary of photolytic
fate, and to readily identify conicting conclusions regarding
photolysis mechanisms for specic pharmaceuticals. While the
two approaches are somewhat separate in practice, the discussion was tied back whenever possible to the weight of evidencestyle approach in order to substantiate examples and draw
concrete conclusions.
The weight-of-evidence approach is increasingly being
employed in ecotoxicology, and is oen applied to toxicological
data to determine evidence for hazard in risk assessments, and
to facilitate consistent and reliable data evaluation.32 Overall,
there are a number of drivers that prompted this critical review
into pharmaceutical photolysis. Firstly, many regulators
(e.g., US-, EU-, Japanese-Environmental Protection Agencies,
OECD – The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development) are working towards the establishment of testing
programs and strategies to assess human and wildlife health
risks associated with pharmaceuticals in the environment prior
to their approval.33 As regulations become more stringent, they
will require regulated and consistent testing protocols for their
implementation. This is exemplied with the case of endocrine
disrupting chemicals (EDCs, e.g., 17a-ethinylestradiol), for
which attempts have been made at harmonizing testing strategies and decision-making criteria regarding their fate and
eﬀects.33
While post-production release of pharmaceuticals is not
currently regulated globally, there is an emerging eﬀort to do so
in select jurisdictions. For example, in 1999 the European
Commission adopted the “Community Strategy for Endocrine
Disruptors” to develop strategies addressing research,
communication, and policy, and provide short-, medium-, and
long-term recommendations regarding the presence of EDCs in
the environment.34 A recent report35 on the implementation of
the “Community Strategy for Endocrine Disruptors” summarized a number of these short-, medium-, and long-term
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actions, including the establishment of a list of priority EDCs,
monitoring programs, development of accepted criteria and
testing strategies for identication and assessment of EDCs,
and legislative actions involving the inclusion of EDCs in the
European Union's REACH (Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals) program (EC 1907/2006).36
Therefore, a critical assessment of the data around fate, in
this case photolytic fate, of pharmaceuticals in the environment
is needed, with a specic focus on testing criteria and guidelines that will facilitate consistent and reliable research in this
area. Additionally, the last review on the photolysis of pharmaceuticals is now a decade old (2003),9 while a more recent
(2011) review10 focused on the photodegradation products of
pharmaceuticals. Signicant research and progress has been
made since 2003, with over 120 studies published on the
photolysis of pharmaceuticals in the environment since that
year – suggesting the need for a detailed critical review.
To this end, we developed a scoring rubric for available peerreviewed literature based in part on OECD 31637 and US EPA
OPPTS 835.221038 guidelines on direct photolysis. Both of these
guidelines currently deal expressly with direct photolysis. The
rubric developed here encompasses lab/eld experimental
design and direct/indirect photolysis criteria. Each study was
weighted and scored based on how well it met the specic
criteria outlined in the rubric. The scores then allow for simple,
easily interpreted 2-dimensional plots (y-axis ¼ laboratory
studies, x-axis ¼ eld studies) to assist in identifying both
signicant knowledge strengths and gaps in our understanding
of photolysis by pharmaceutical class, as well as the quality of
the data generated to date. Relevant studies were highlighted,
and their contributions to photochemical knowledge as well as
their limitations are summarized using the rubric. The rubric
approach ultimately helps to outline parameters to enable the
drawing of comprehensive conclusions regarding the photolytic
fate of pharmaceuticals. In various contexts, this critical review
evaluated laboratory versus eld photolysis investigations,
direct and indirect photolysis, rate constants and quantum
yields, photodegradation products, the quality of experimental
design, and the reporting of data and information, all as they
pertain to the aquatic photochemistry of pharmaceuticals.

Methods
Literature used in the review
A total of 120 papers were critically evaluated and scored, representing a large majority of the relevant literature available on
this topic.12–19,21–26,30,39–143 Papers for inclusion were obtained via
searches of the Web of Knowledge and SciFinder databases
between June and September 1, 2013. The following search
terms were used in various combinations: photolysis, photodegradation, pharmaceuticals, drugs, polar organic pollutants,
environment(al), aquatic, surface waters, wetlands, experiment(s). In summary, studies included used either natural
sunlight or articial light emitting wavelengths greater
than z290 nm (environmentally relevant) as an irradiation
source (i.e., simulating natural sunlight). Studies done in nonaqueous solution or under non-environmentally relevant
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wavelengths (<290 nm, e.g., for advanced oxidation treatment)
were not included in this review.
Of these papers, 83% were published in the last ten years
(2004–2013) and 42% in the last four (2010–2013), suggesting a
signicant increase in both the interest and knowledge
regarding the photochemical fate of pharmaceuticals in aquatic
environments. From this list of evaluated works and scores, the
volume and quality of knowledge, respectively, for a given
pharmaceutical drug can be ascertained by considering the
number of times a given drug was studied and the overall scores
those studies obtained. This type of information highlights data
gaps regarding specic pharmaceuticals and/or the quality of
data generated for a given compound. Generally speaking, there
were seven major classes of pharmaceuticals that were among
the most studied in terms of their photolytic fate in aquatic
environments. These were (1) antibiotics (59/50 – # publications
studying the respective compound class/# of diﬀerent
compounds studied in the class); (2) non-steroidal antiinammatory drugs or NSAIDs (22/7); (3) anti-psychotics
(22/15); (4) b-blockers (19/10); (5) cholesterol-lowering drugs
(12/6); (6) hormones (11/7); and, (7) analgesics (8/6). The studies
included in this review represented a total of 116 diﬀerent
pharmaceutical compounds. Table S1A–G (ESI†) provides a list
of all the studies evaluated and scored using the rubric, and the
scores obtained by each study, organized alphabetically by
pharmaceutical class. Individual scoring sheets for specic
studies are available from the corresponding author upon
request.

Weight-of-evidence-style scoring
The full scoring rubric is provided in Table S2.† The rubric is
divided into four sections: (1) experimental design; as well as
important parameters or metrics involved in laboratory-based
study of (2) direct photolysis, (3) indirect photolysis, and (4)
eld/solar photolysis. Each scoring metric was chosen to
encompass as much information as possible about the quality
of the study that could be examined objectively and rapidly.
Additionally, wherever possible, criteria were designed as ‘yes’
or ‘no’ questions in order to make the system as simple as
possible. The last criterion in the rubric “Other processes
considered as they relate to photolysis” was the one area that
allowed some discretion in scoring. This criterion gave additional points for aspects of a study that either did not t into any
of the developed criteria or were not photolysis-specic, but
related and important in some way to the overall fate of the
drug.
It is important to note that for the purposes of this work, the
scoring rubric was designed specically for environmentally
relevant, experimental photolysis studies and thus the rubric
criteria were chosen accordingly. It is important that the rubric
be somewhat focused, otherwise evaluations simply become too
time consuming and diﬃcult to conduct. As a result, studies
that did not t well with our rubric criteria were generally not
evaluated (e.g., photolysis modeling-type studies). However, this
rubric is highly adaptable to t diﬀerent types of studies, and it
is strongly encouraged that it be modied accordingly so that
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this technique can be used in other contexts and applications.
While not explicitly scored, conducting studies either under or
in the spirit of good laboratory practice (GLP) as well as open
dissemination are highly encouraged.
A majority of the metrics making up the Experimental
section of the rubric were adapted from the OECD Guidelines
for the Testing of Chemicals no. 316: Phototransformation of
Chemicals in Water – Direct Photolysis37 and the US EPA Fate,
Transport, and Transformation Test Guideline OPPTS 835.2210:
Direct Photolysis Rate in Water By Sunlight.38 Specic recommendations from the guidelines were either used as ‘yes’ (¼1) or
‘no’ (¼0) criteria (e.g., triplicate irradiations, dark control) or
adapted to work as weighted criteria (e.g., wavelength distribution of light source, sample vessel, measured light ux) on a
number scale, 0–4 (Table S2†). Other rubric criteria were
designed from, and based on, experimental precedents set in
the literature, with common trends across studies being incorporated into certain criteria. For example, detailed photoproduct studies generally apply high-resolution mass spectrometry (and to a lesser extent, nuclear magnetic resonance),
monitor formation/loss of photodegradation products, and
propose mechanisms/pathways for the breakdown of parent
pharmaceuticals to photo-products. Thus, these aspects of a
study represented top scores (3–4) for the photo-product
criterion.
The direct and indirect photolysis sections focused on the
quality and thoroughness of the kinetic data, and for the most
part were derived from experimental aspects common
throughout kinetic photolysis literature. The criterion ‘R2-value
of rst-order plots’ (i.e., the degree of linearity) evaluates the
uncertainty in the kinetic data, giving an indication as to the
appropriateness of tting (pseudo) rst-order kinetics to
the data. Furthermore, reporting errors in rate constants and
quantum yields is important to lend transparency to the study
in terms of precision of the experimental technique and the
spread in the data. Determination of rate constants and
quantum yields, consideration of pH and pKa, measurement of
photosensitizing species, and the absorbance spectra of both
compound and matrix are important metrics addressed across a
large number of published photolytic fate studies, and thus, are
important to consider when evaluating the quality of a study.
The above mentioned rubric sections apply to both laboratory
and sunlight photolysis experiments. However, extra considerations are necessary to account for diﬀerent experimental
methods used in the eld versus the laboratory, hence the eld/
solar photolysis criteria (Table S2 in ESI†). While we recognize
that other denitions of appropriate criteria are possible, our
rubric approach allowed for data evaluation in a quantitative
and consistent manner, and can be easily modied as needed.
Briey, a study would be described by the pharmaceutical
compound(s) studied and a set of pre-dened keywords, chosen
based on the type and nature of the experiments conducted (see
Table S3† for two examples of evaluated studies). These seven
keywords were: lab irradiations, sunlight irradiations, eld
experiment, direct photolysis, indirect photolysis, photo-products, and quenching/competition mechanism experiments. The
rubric was then lled out, including an explanation for why
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each criterion was scored as it was. The scores from each rubric
section were totalled, and a brief description of the general
ndings was given.
One of the purposes of this rubric was to assess and identify
which experimental and kinetic aspects of a photolysis study
were necessary to produce both environmentally relevant and
reliable data (i.e., information that can be used to understand
and/or predict photolytic fate processes of pharmaceuticals)
and give a score accordingly. For example, wavelengths below z
290 nm and/or the use of organic solvents in the irradiation
solutions – which may quench photosensitizing/intermediate
species, altering the photolysis mechanism – were considered
fundamental aws in terms of environmental relevance of a
study. Consequently, a study with these fundamental aws in
the experimental design would receive a lower score. This rubric
also served to highlight any signicant insuﬃciency in the basic
reporting of information. This was especially evident for
specic experimental criteria including number of replicates,
dark controls, organic solvent carrier, solution pH, and
temperature. If specic criteria were not explicitly reported in a
study, it was assumed that these were not met, thus resulting in
lower scores. In general, higher scores should equate to
stronger, higher quality data and thus, predict environmental
fate more accurately. However, as many of the studies scored
were conducted in the laboratory, comparison to environmental
fate data was in many cases not possible given a lack of eld
photolysis data for many pharmaceuticals. Where possible,
comparisons to this end are made and discussed in the relevant
sections of this review.

Results
A hypothetical ‘maximum score’ was 73, based on the highest
score in every criterion of the rubric. Studies were considered
high quality if they obtained an overall score (lab and/or eld)
>40; mid-quality, 25–40; and low-quality, <25. While these
rankings of high-, mid-, and low-quality studies, and the
respective scoring range are somewhat arbitrary and specic to
this rubric only, they are largely based on the average overall
score for all laboratory and eld studies (32), essentially
following a normal distribution around the average. Scores
ranged from 12–53, having a mode of 19 (obtained by 31
studies). To ensure the scoring exercise was consistent and
reliable, 5% (six studies) of the total evaluated studies were
chosen at random and re-scored. An average standard deviation
of 1.1 (SD range ¼ 0–2.1) was obtained between the initial and
re-scored scores.
An example score plot is shown in Fig. 1, with mock laboratory (y-axis) and eld (x-axis) study scores plotted for three
compounds, to orientate the reader as to how these score plots
should be interpreted. The quality of data generated by a given
study can be understood through the scores of given pharmaceuticals, based on where they fall on the plots. Generally
speaking, compounds clustering closer to the upper right
corner of these plots suggest high quality of laboratory and eld
data, while the lower le corner implies low quality data. The
purpose of this exercise is to represent graphically the quality of
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Fig. 1 Model score plot of ‘mock’ lab and ﬁeld scores for three
example compounds. The four sections on the plot show the general
areas of the graph that represent low- (<25) and high-quality (>40)
data. Areas on the graph in between these regions represent midquality data (25–40). The numbers at each data point indicate the
number of publications for that speciﬁc compound (above/below data
point – number of laboratory-based studies; left/right of data point –
number of ﬁeld studies). Error bars represent the standard error of the
mean.

laboratory and/or eld data for specic pharmaceuticals within
a family, via the rubric scores. The scoring of studies in this case
is a surrogate for the quality of data, so a low score implies low
quality data while a high score implies high quality data. A
select set of our compiled results from our scoring exercise are
depicted in Fig. 2, grouped by ve major drug families:
sulfonamides, uoroquinolones, b-blockers, non-steroidal antiinammatory drugs (NSAIDs), and analgesics.

Environmental Science: Processes & Impacts

The photochemical fate of the b-blocker family has been
studied extensively in the literature. Atenolol (open diamond;
Fig. 2C) is a good example of how these plots can help identify
data gaps for individual compounds. It has been studied nine
times in the laboratory producing relatively strong data (average
score >30, with a small standard error), but has only been
studied under natural sunlight once, with a score of 25. Moreover, we note that acebutolol, alprenolol, bisoprolol, and pindolol – comprising close to half of the b-blockers that have been
studied photochemically in the peer-reviewed literature – all
overlap each other in the lower le hand corner of the plot
(Fig. 2C) with a score of 19, suggesting relatively low quality of
data for these compounds. Thus, conducting future investigations for atenolol under eld conditions, and for the other
b-blockers in general, are two recommendations from our
scoring exercise.
The sulfonamide antibiotics are another family of drugs
commonly studied in the literature. Sulfamethoxazole (open
square, Fig. 2A) has been studied eight times in the lab and six
times in the eld, with an average score near or above 30 in both
cases. The relatively small error bars for sulfamethoxazole
indicate that all fourteen studies share similar scores (i.e.,
similar quality of data), which in this case should be considered
a strong data set overall. Alternatively, for sulfadiazine (closed
small square, Fig. 2A) and sulfadimethoxine (down-facing small
triangle, Fig. 2A) we note large horizontal error bars (N ¼ 2 eld
studies), indicating that one study scored signicantly greater
than the other for these two compounds. In such a case, a
potential application of this scoring technique could be to
diﬀerentiate the reliability of data from the scores of two
(or more) respective studies. Furthermore, when there are
discrepancies between data sets, this approach can aid in

Fig. 2 Scoring plots of laboratory and ﬁeld studies for selected compounds from ﬁve families of pharmaceuticals: (A) sulfonamides, (B) ﬂuoroquinolones, (C) b-blockers, and (D) non-steroidal anti-inﬂammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and general analgesics. The numbers at each data point
indicate the number of publications for that speciﬁc pharmaceutical (above/below data point – number of laboratory-based studies; left/right of
data point – number of ﬁeld studies). Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
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determining which data should be used and applied, e.g.,
within risk assessments,32 development of regulatory guidelines, and/or environmental fate modeling exercises. Of course,
aside from just comparing scores, the data itself must also be
critically examined (e.g., assessing the consistency within the
science of photochemistry) to make a nal decision as to the
validity of one study over another.
There are other gaps that can be identied by using the
rubric, besides lack of knowledge around specic compounds
or classes of pharmaceuticals. For example, it reveals aspects
oen missed or overlooked in photochemical studies due to
lack of reporting and/or oversights in experimental design, as
noted previously by Fatta-Kassinos et al.10 and Hu et al.144 Some
of the major and common oversights amongst the papers
included:
 A lack of information regarding the irradiation source,
wavelength range, light intensity/ux, and the radiometer/actinometer measurement technique – 44% of studies either did
not report anything regarding light intensity measurement or
reported a light intensity but not the measurement technique
used (i.e., actinometer);
 Whether multiple irradiations were conducted – 63% of
studies either did not report if replicate irradiations were done
or reported single replicates;
 The use of dark controls – a number of studies made no
mention of a control sample – 33% of studies did not report the
use of dark controls;
 The presence of a solvent carrier in the aqueous irradiation
solutions, which may quench photosensitizer species – 54% of
studies either did not explicitly report the presence or absence
of solvent in irradiation solutions or reported the use of solvents
known to quench photosensitizing species (e.g., methanol for
hydroxyl radicals);
 Consideration or reporting of pH in the irradiation solutions – 22% of studies did not report the pH of the irradiation
solutions.
These criteria were considered fundamental to a strong
photochemical investigation, yet they are frequently underreported in the literature, making interpretation and comparisons amongst studies diﬃcult. For example, if a study simply
fails to report the pH of the irradiation solution, comparison is
diﬃcult given that the protonation state can have a signicant
eﬀect
on
the
photochemical
kinetics
of
many
pharmaceuticals.13,15,21–23,65

Discussion: current progress and
speciﬁc challenges
As noted, a signicant amount of work has been done since the
late 1990s to investigate the photochemical fate of pharmaceuticals in water, culminating in a large collection of data.
Progress has been made in understanding and elucidating the
photolytic mechanisms that limit the persistence of many
pharmaceutical contaminants in aquatic environments. Herein,
we summarize current knowledge and challenges regarding
kinetics and mechanisms of photolysis, quantum yield
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determination, and photodegradation products, based on data
and trends observed during the scoring exercise. Specically,
this discussion will focus on many of the rubric metrics that
were frequently overlooked throughout the literature. The
general direct and indirect photolytic processes dominating the
fate of seven well-studied pharmaceuticals representing the six
most-studied classes (ciprooxacin – antibiotic; sulfamethoxazole – antibiotic; ibuprofen – NSAID; carbamazepine – antipsychotic; atenolol – b-blocker; clobric acid – cholesterol
lowering agent; and 17a-ethinylestradiol – synthetic hormone)
are summarized in Table 1. The following discussions will be
focused on the experimental techniques used and inconsistencies in the resultant data produced.

Direct photolysis quantum yields
Direct photolysis experiments are generally done regardless of
the study focus, since they are relatively straightforward to
perform. At minimum, they are oen run alongside other
photolysis experiments for the sake of comparison. The basic
approach to direct photolysis experiments is to obtain a
(pseudo) rst-order decay curve of the target compound(s) in
pure laboratory water, from which a direct photolysis rate
constant and half-life can be determined. The diﬃculty with a
rate constant is that it is directly related to the intensity and
wavelength distribution of the light source. A greater intensity
light source will produce a larger direct photolysis rate constant,
and thus a shorter half-life.61,102 If these experiments are done
under natural sunlight, a suﬃcient approximation can generally be obtained regarding the contribution of direct photolysis
towards limiting the persistence of that compound in a real
system. Because most sunlight photolysis experiments are done
in small isolated vessels, it is generally assumed only to
approximate near-surface processes, as light attenuation
becomes signicant with increasing depth.145
A majority of photolysis experiments are conducted only in
the laboratory, largely for logistical convenience. Of the studies
evaluated here, 70% involved only laboratory-based photolysis
investigations. Laboratory light sources range from ltered
monochromatic emissions (e.g., ltered mercury lamp –
313 nm) to narrow wavelength range polychromatic emissions
(e.g., ltered mercury lamp – 290–400 nm) to polychromatic
emissions simulating natural sunlight (e.g. ltered xenon arc
lamp – 290–800 nm). The appropriately ltered Xe arc lamp
matches sunlight relatively closely in the 290–800 nm range
and is the most common sunlight simulator used in the literature. The specic wavelength distribution of the light source
and any respective light lter chosen for an environmental
photolysis experiment is of utmost importance and cannot be
stressed enough. The environmental photolysis-relevant
wavelength range of sunlight reaching Earth's surface is very
oen reported as 290–800 nm, both throughout the literature
and in many fundamental texts on photochemistry.11,145
However, for practical purposes (i.e., simulating natural
sunlight for environmental photolysis experiments) the wavelength cut-oﬀ should be closer to 300 nm, given that at 290 nm
the sunlight irradiance at the Earth's surface is suﬃciently
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Summary of direct and indirect photolysis mechanisms for a select group of seven well-studied pharmaceuticals (at least ﬁve literature
studies per compound) representing the six most-studied drug classes (antibiotics, NSAIDs, anti-psychotics, b-blockers, cholesterol-lowering
agents, and hormones). A summary of the general ﬁndings from all studies for a given compound is given, followed by any recommendations as
to potential data gaps or inconsistencies across studiesb
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Table 1

Compound
(CAS)

Study
typea

Ciprooxacin
(85721-33-1)

L
L

L

L

L

L

L

L, F

S

S

Summary

—

Recommendation

—

Sulfamethoxazole
(723-46-6)

L
L

L

L

L

Photolysis mechanism

Ref.

Direct photolysis identied as major mechanism – rapid degradation (t1/2 ¼ 1.2
min). Slightly reduced degradation rates in synthetic waste water and river water
Photolysis in water spiked with CaCO3 (direct versus indirect mechanisms not
separated) was signicant without ne particulate organic matter (FPOM) – rapid
degradation (t1/2 ¼ 2.9 h). FPOM reduced aqueous concentration signicantly
(sorption), slowing photolytic degradation
Direct photolysis identied as major mechanism – rapid degradation (t1/2 ¼ 23
min). Also suggested that self-sensitized photo-oxidation via cOH and 1O2 is an
important mechanism. Indirect photolysis species (humic acids, nitrate, iron) did
not increase or decrease degradation rates compared to direct photolysis
Direct photolysis identied as major mechanism – rapid degradation (t1/2 ¼ 13
min). Variable but small indirect eﬀects. Faster and slower rates compared to direct
photolysis depending on the concentrations of nitrate, cDOM, and carbonate
Only direct photolysis was considered, at 5 diﬀerent pH values. Most reactive at pH
8.6. Rapid degradation (t1/2 z 20 min). The extent of photolysis ranged, depending
on pH
Only direct photolysis was considered, at 3 diﬀerent pH values. Most reactive at pH
7. Rapid degradation (t1/2 z 9 min). The extent of photolysis ranged, depending on
pH
Only direct photolysis was considered at 11 pH values between 2–12. Most reactive
at pH 8. Rapid degradation (t1/2 ¼ 23 min). The extent of photolysis ranged,
depending on pH
Photolysis in sterilized mesocosm water (direct versus indirect mechanism not
separated) was signicant in lab (t1/2 ¼ 1.9 h) and eld mesocosms (t1/2 ¼ 1.1 h) (low
levels of particulate organic carbon) – rapid degradation. Presence of amended DOC
slowed degradation in lab. Lab mesocosm water spiked with POC reduced soluble
ciprooxacin at a rate more rapid then photolysis
Photolysis experiments only conducted in raw, unltered river water samples (no
direct photolysis). Complete decomposition (z0% remaining) of ciprooxacin was
observed aer 20 minutes. Rapid degradation
Direct and indirect photolysis. Slow degradation. Complete decomposition (z0%
remaining) took >150 days in pure water and z125 days in river water. Based on
general consensus in the presented literature, these results appear to be an obvious
outlier, thus omitted from the summary. The low score this study received (25)
further supports the omission from the summary statement
Consensus amongst all studies that direct photolysis is the major mechanisms
responsible for photodegradation of ciprooxacin. Photolysis rates in general are
rapid for this compound. Degradation is most rapid at slightly basic pH
Data for this compound is generally consistent across studies. The two sunlight
studies are of lower quality based on the rubric scores. Should be studied more
under natural sunlight and in the eld for comparisons to laboratory derived data
Only direct photolysis was assessed. Degradation was rapid. The neutral form at
pH 3.2 was most reactive (t1/2 ¼ 0.031 h)
Direct and indirect photolysis were important processes. Direct photolysis
degradation was quick (t1/2 z 4 h, approximated from graph). In wetland water
containing signicant levels of DOC, nitrate, and carbonate, degradation increased
(t1/2 z 2 h, approximated from graph). cCO3 and 3DOM were important
photosensitizing species
Direct photolysis identied as major mechanism. Rapid degradation (t1/2 ¼ 1.5 h).
Indirect experiments in synthetic eld water (varying concentrations of DOM,
nitrate, carbonate) resulted in slower degradation (t1/2 ¼ 2.8–6 h, depending on
concentration of photosensitizers). Indicated that cOH radicals mediated
degradation however this eﬀect was smaller than the light screening
Direct photolysis was identied as the major photolysis mechanism. Degradation
was rapid (t1/2 ¼ 12.6 min). Greatest reactivity observed at acidic pH. Indirect
photolysis experiments in the presence of fulvic acids and suspended particles
decreased degradation rates
Direct photolysis was found to be the major mechanism. Degradation was rapid (t1/
2 z 1 h, exact half life values were not reported). Indirect photolysis experiments in
the presence of humic material or nitrate resulted in much slower degradation

Babic et al.12

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014

Belden et al.48

Ge et al.23

Lam et al.26

Torniainen et al.120

Vasconcelos
et al.124
Wei et al.131

Cardoza et al.53

Sturini et al.116

Turiel et al.123

—
—
Bonvin et al.49
Jasper and
Sedlak75

Lam et al.84

Niu et al.100

Trovo et al.122
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Study
typea
L, S

L, S

L, S

L, S

S, F
S, F

Summary

—

Recommendation

—

Ibuprofen
(15687-27-1)

L

L

L

L

L, S

L, S

S
S, F

S, F

Photolysis mechanism

Ref.

Direct and indirect photolysis was found to be important photolysis mechanisms.
Direct photolysis was slow (t1/2 ¼ 2.4 days in sunlight – calculated using measured
quantum yield). In the presence of nitrate or humic acids photolysis half lives were
4.3 and 3.1 times faster compared to direct photolysis
Direct photolysis was identied as the primary mechanism. Degradation was
quick, and most rapid in its neutral state (t1/2 ¼ 3.2 h in sunlight). Indirect
photolysis may be important in some waters. 1O2 and cOH-radicals may only play a
role in nitrate and humic rich waters where the concentration of these species
would be high
Only direct photolysis was assessed. Degradation was rapid under lab-light and
sunlight, with half lives around 1 h (t1/2 values not given). Photolysis was pH
dependent and most reactive in acidic solution
Direct photolysis was identied as primary mechanism in pure water (t1/2 ¼ 1.7 h)
and lake water (t1/2 ¼ 1.6 h). In STP eﬄuent indirect photolysis was signicant (t1/2
¼ 1 h), attributed to cOH radicals and 3DOM. Also, deoxygenation led to more rapid
direct photolysis indicating that direct photolysis proceeds through a triplet
excited state
Photolysis in natural river water (direct versus indirect mechanism not separated).
No photodegradation observed, however samples were only irradiated for 6 h
Photolysis experiments done in natural mesocosm water (direct versus indirect
mechanism not separated). No kinetic data given, but photolysis was concluded to
be an important removal mechanism from mesocosms
Direct photolysis seems to be the primary mechanism for many studies. Indirect
photolysis is variable between studies. Some report light screening eﬀects while
others observe small increases in degradation due to 1O2, cOH-radicals, or 3DOM.
Indirect photolysis seems to be largely dependent on the type of water used in the
experiments and the concentrations of photosensitizing species. In general
photolysis of sulfamethoxazole is rapid to quick. The neutral form is most reactive
Data for this compound is consistent. Sulfamethoxazole is very well studied in the
lab and eld. No recommendations
Direct photolysis was of minor importance (t1/2 ¼ 277 h). Rates increased
signicantly in the presence of fulvic acids (t1/2 ¼ 36, 25, 9 h depending on type of
fulvic acid). cOH radicals (terrestrial-DOM) and 3DOM (algal/bacterial-DOM) were
important photosensitizing species
Direct photolysis was of minor importance. Slow degradation (t1/2 ¼ 205 h). In river
water, degradation rate increased signicantly (t1/2 ¼ 15 h). Indirect photolysis
identied as major mechanism – photosensitizing species not identied
No signicant degradation was observed for direct photolysis experiments (t1/2 ¼
1437–11 931 h depending on light source). Indirect experiments in the presence of
humic material signicantly increased half lives (t1/2 ¼ 556–921 h, depending on
light source). Indirect photolysis was identied as the primary mechanism
Direct photolysis was of minor importance. Slow degradation (half life not
reported, but from plots t1/2 [ 24 h). Indirect photolysis of some importance
(rates not given), with cOH being the primary photosensitizing species
In lab experiments, direct photolysis was identied as the primary mechanism.
Moderate degradation (t1/2 ¼ 4 h). Degradation rates slowed slightly in seawater
and river water. For sunlight experiments done in river water degradation was slow
(t1/2 ¼ 324 h)
No signicant degradation was observed under natural sunlight, thus laboratory
lamp (5 stronger than sunlight) was used. Direct photolysis showed moderate
degradation (t1/2 ¼ 11.6 h). Degradation rates increased signicantly in river water
(t1/2 ¼ 2.6 h). Indirect photolysis was identied as the primary mechanism. cOH
radicals played a role in degradation, likely along with other reactive oxygen species
Only direct photolysis was considered. Slow degradation (t1/2 ¼ 9900 h in May to
600 h in August)
Direct photolysis identied as major mechanism. Slow degradation (t1/2 ¼ 6.3
days). Experiments in river water did not increase or decrease degradation rates
compared to direct photolysis. In situ eld rates (natural river system) were slightly
faster (t1/2 ¼ 4.6 days)
Photolysis in natural river water (direct versus indirect mechanism not separated).
No photodegradation observed, however samples were only irradiated for 6 h

Andreozzi et al.41
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Boreen et al.13

Moore et al.98

Ryan et al.111

Kunkel et al.80
Lam et al.85

—

—
Jacobs et al.73

Lin et al.18

Peuravuori et al.104

Vione et al.126

Matamoros et al.96

Packer et al.19

Yamamoto et al.139
Fono et al.68

Kunkel et al.80
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(Contd. )

Compound
(CAS)

Study
typea

Summary

—

Recommendation

—

Carbamazepine
(298-46-4)

L

L

L

L

L

L

L
L, S

L, S

S

S
S, F

S, F

Summary

—

Recommendation

—

Atenolol
(29122-68-7)

L

Photolysis mechanism

Ref.

A majority of the studies observe indirect photolysis to play a major role in
photodegradation of ibuprofen. There are some studies that found direct
photolysis to be important. cOH radicals seem to be the main photosensitizer
responsible for this degradation. In general, photolysis of ibuprofen is slow
With few exceptions, data for this compound is consistent. Ibuprofen has been
studied multiple times in the lab and eld. No recommendations
Only direct photolysis experiments conducted. Photolysis was for the most part
slow but varied signicantly with pH and dissolved oxygen (t1/2 ¼ 0.5–95 h).
Reactivity was greatest at acidic pH and low dissolved oxygen levels
Photolysis experiments were done in natural river water (direct versus indirect
mechanism not separated). Degradation was slow (t1/2 z 5 days, from zero-order
plots). Kinetic data not reported
Direct and indirect photolysis was important. Indirect photolysis experiments in
articial river water (humic acids, iron, nitrate, Cl) showed slightly decreased
degradation compared to the direct photolysis rates. Iron and Cl in solution
caused degradation rates to increase signicantly. Half lives were not reported
Direct photolysis was of minor importance. Degradation in pure water was slow (t1/
2 ¼ 19 h). Indirect photolysis experiments with NOM enhanced photolysis of
carbamazepine signicantly (t1/2 ¼ 6.8 h)
Direct photolysis processes were insignicant. Indirect photolysis in wetland water
resulted in moderate degradation (t1/2 z 8.5 h, estimated from plot). 3DOM was
found to contribute slightly to removal, but degradation was primarily through
reaction with cOH radicals at pH 8.5. At pH 10.5 degradation rate decreased by 70%
because of low reactivity with cCO3 radicals
Direct photolysis was of minor importance. Degradation in pure water was slow (t1/
2 ¼ 115 h). Indirect photolysis increased degradation rates signicantly (t1/2 ¼ 6–55
h, depending on the concentrations of DOM, nitrate, and carbonate). cOH radicals
suggested as the species likely responsible for degradation
Photolysis overall was very slow (t1/2 ranging from 33 days in pure water to 21 days
in humic rich water)
Direct and indirect photolysis rates were slow. Direct photolysis was slow (t1/2 z
100 days in sunlight – calculated using measured quantum yield). In the presence
of nitrate, photolysis was 2.3 times faster compared to direct photolysis. Humic
acids acted as a light screen, slowing degradation down four-fold
Direct and indirect photolysis contributed to degradation. Direct photolysis was
slow (t1/2 z 38.5 h; lab-light). Indirect photolysis experiments in seawater and two
diﬀerent natural river waters signicantly increased degradation rates (t1/2 z 14.4,
12.8, 8.25 h, respectively; lab-light). In natural sunlight degradation in one of the
river waters was slow (t1/2 z 67.4 h)
Direct photolysis degradation was slow (t1/2 ¼ 121.6 h). Indirect photolysis
experiments increased degradation signicantly (t1/2 ¼ 69, 24.5, 11.2 h – half lives
decreasing with increasing concentrations of nitrate). Humic acid acted as a light
screen, slowing degradation down signicantly compared to direct photolysis (t1/2
¼ 233.7 h). In natural river water the half life was increased further to 907 sunlight
hours
Only direct photolysis was considered. Slow degradation (t1/2 ¼ 2100 h in May to 84
h in August)
Photolysis experiments were done in natural river water (direct versus indirect
mechanism not separated). No photodegradation observed, however samples were
only irradiated for 6 h
Photolysis experiments done in natural mesocosm water (direct versus indirect
mechanism not separated). Degradation was slow (t1/2 z 10 days). Photolysis was
concluded to be an important removal mechanism from mesocosms
Overall, photodegradation is slow. Carbamazepine seems to be relatively persistent
towards direct photolysis. Indirect photolysis in most cases increased degradation
rates. Humic material reported to enhance or slow degradation, varying from study
to study. Likely to do with type and concentration of humic material. cOH radicals
seem to the primary photosensitizer responsible for degrading carbamazepine
Data for this compound is consistent. Carbamazepine is very well studied in the lab
and eld. No recommendations
Only direct photolysis was considered. Degradation was slow at pH 7.4 (t1/2 ¼ 45.2
h) to moderate at pH 4 (t1/2 ¼ 6.87 h)

—

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014

—
Calisto et al.14

Calza et al.52

Chiron et al.59

Doll et al.64

Jasper and
Sedlak75

Lam et al.84

Peuravuori et al.104
Andreozzi et al.42

Matamoros et al.96

Andreozzi et al.41

Yamamoto et al.139
Kunkel et al.80

Lam et al.85

—

—
Andrisano et al.43
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Study
typea
L

L

L

L
L

L
L

L

S
Summary

—

Recommendation

—

Clobric acid
(882-09-7)

L
L

L, S

L, S

Photolysis mechanism

Ref.

Direct photolysis was not a signicant degradation process. Indirect photolysis in
the presence of fulvic acids was moderate in air saturated solutions (t1/2 ¼ 10.8 h) to
rapid in nitrogen purged solutions (t1/2 ¼ 5.9 min). Degradation increased with
increasing pH ¼ 6–10. Presence of metal cations slowed degradation. 3DOM was
identied as the species responsible for the indirect photolysis
Direct photolysis processes were insignicant. Indirect photolysis in wetland water
resulted in moderate degradation (t1/2 z 9 h, estimated from plot). Degradation
was primarily through reaction with cOH radicals at pH 8.5, accounting for 80% of
removal. At pH 10.5 degradation rate was mostly unchanged because of high
reactivity with cCO3 radicals
Only indirect photolysis was tested. Degradation in the presence of nitrate was
moderate (t1/2 ¼ 11.4 h) and increased to rapid at higher nitrate concentrations (t1/2
¼ 1.6 h). Reactivity was slightly greater at pH 4.8 versus pH 10.4. Humic substances
slowed degradation acting as a light lter. Nitrate induced cOH radicals were
identied as the primary degradation mechanism
Only direct photolysis experiments were conducted. Direct photolysis was slow (t1/2
¼ 350 h)
Direct photolysis was of minor importance. Degradation was slow (t1/2 ¼ 670 h). In
three diﬀerent types of natural river water degradation was slow but increased
signicantly compared to direct photolysis (t1/2 ¼ 35–127 h). A small portion of this
degradation was attributed to biodegradation
Direct photolysis in pure water and indirect photolysis in sewage eﬄuent were not
observed. Stable towards photolysis
Direct and indirect photolysis experiments. Direct photolysis was slow (t1/2 ¼ 8.2
days) and accounted for z7% of total degradation. Presence of NOM signicantly
increased degradation. Primary reactive species was 3DOM accounting for 85% of
degradation. Hydroxyl radicals accounted for z7%
Direct photolysis experiments did not result in any degradation. The presence of
DOM caused photodegradation. Rates increased with concentration of DOM. Half
lives were at least >20 h (estimated from plots) and depended on the type of DOM.
When nitrate was present, DOM slowed down degradation (t1/2 ¼ 6.8–8.9 h,
depending on DOM type) compared to nitrate itself (t1/2 ¼ 4 h). In solutions of iron
and DOM, degradation was enhanced signicantly compared to DOM alone. cOH
radicals identied as the main reactive species in the photolysis process
Only direct photolysis was considered. Degradation was slow (t1/2 ¼ 730 h in May to
77 h in August)
Direct photolysis of atenolol is of minor importance. Indirect photolysis is the
major mechanism. Nitrate seems to be an important species mediating cOH radical
reactions – a photosensitizing species responsible for atenolol degradation. 3DOM
is the other major photosensitizing species responsible for atenolol
photodegradation. The importance of cOH versus 3DOM is not obvious but likely
depends on the type of NOM, steady state concentrations, and water chemistry
(e.g., nitrate, pH). Overall, photolysis of atenolol is slow
Data for this compound is consistent and quite extensive in the laboratory.
Atenolol has only been studied once under natural sunlight with very limited data
from the single sunlight study. More photolysis experiments should be conducted
under sunlight and in the eld
Direct photolysis was slow (t1/2 > 70 h, from plot). Half lives not reported. Indirect
photolysis data not given
Direct photolysis was slow (t1/2 ¼ 19.3 h). Degradation was increased most
signicantly in synthetic natural water containing high DOM and low nitrate and
carbonate (t1/2 ¼ 9.5 h). At other various concentrations of DOM, nitrate, and
carbonate, degradation was only enhanced slightly. cOH radicals were suggested as
the primary photosensitizing species
Direct and indirect photolysis rates were slow. Direct photolysis was slow (t1/2 z
100 days in sunlight – calculated using measured quantum yield). In the presence
of nitrate or humic acids, photolysis was 1.3 or 2.1 times faster, respectively,
compared to direct photolysis
Direct photolysis was slow in sunlight (t1/2 ¼ 144 h). Indirect photolysis in natural
river water increased degradation signicantly (t1/2 ¼ 50 h). Approximated that cOH
radicals accounted for z20% of the increased degradation

Chen et al.22
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Jasper and
Sedlak75

Ji et al.76

Liu et al.92
Liu et al.91

Piram et al.30
Wang et al.129

Zeng et al.140

Yamamoto et al.139
—

—

Doll et al.64
Lam et al.26

Andreozzi et al.41

Packer et al.19
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Study
typea
S, F

Summary

—

Recommendation

—

17a-Ethinylestradiol
(57-63-6)

L

L
L

L
L
L, S

S, F
Summary

—

Recommendation

—

Photolysis mechanism

Ref.

Direct photolysis in pure water did not occur. In natural river water indirect
photolysis was slow (t1/2 ¼ 2.4 days)
Clobric acid is relatively persistent towards photodegradation. Direct photolysis
in some cases is reported to not occur at all for this compound, and at most plays a
minor role in degradation. In all cases indirect photolysis signicantly increased
degradation of clobric acid, indicating that this is the major photolysis
mechanism degrading this compound. cOH radicals appear to be largely
responsible
Data for clobric acid is consistent. Clobric acid has been studied in the lab and
eld. No recommendations
Diﬀerent light intensities were tested. These results are for high intensity UV-B
treatment. Direct photolysis was slow (t1/2 ¼ 18 h). Photolysis in two natural river
water samples was reduced (t1/2 ¼ 23–46 h). The river sample with higher DOC
concentration resulted in reduced degradation suggesting light screening
Direct photolysis in pure water was slow (t1/2 ¼ 28.4 h). In natural river water
degradation rates increased signicantly (t1/2 ¼ 2.3 h)
Direct photolysis was slow. 10% degraded aer 4 h. No other kinetic data given.
Rate increased slightly as pH increased. The presence of iron increased
degradation rates (half lives not reported)
Only direct photolysis was considered. Degradation was quick (t1/2 z 5 h,
estimated from plot). Half lives not reported
Direct photolysis was moderate (t1/2 ¼ 7.4 h). Indirect photolysis increased
degradation slightly (t1/2 ¼ 5.2 h) in the presence of fulvic acids
Under lab-light photodegradation was rapid and relatively constant across all
matrices. Half lives in pure water (direct photolysis), seawater and two natural river
waters (indirect photolysis) ranged from 0.95–1.13 h, indicating that direct
photolysis was the primary mechanism. Under sunlight in river water degradation
was slow (t1/2 ¼ 106 h)
Photolysis in natural lake water was considered (direct versus indirect mechanism
not separated). Under sunlight in the lake water a half life of 23 hours was observed
Photodegradation of 17a-ethinylestradiol is somewhat variable in the literature.
Overall photolytic degradation rates ranged from rapid to slow. Most commonly
they fell in the moderate range. Indirect mechanisms seem to depend on the type
of water and concentration of DOM, since studies report both enhancement and
reduction in degradation for indirect photolysis experiments
Data for 17a-ethinylestradiol is variable. More systematic and thorough
experiments should be conducted to determine more reliably the extent of direct
photolysis and how indirect photolysis mechanisms vary with the presence of
natural water constituents

Radke et al.107
—

—
Atkinson et al.45

Lin et al.18
Liu et al.93

Mazellier et al.97
Whidbey et al.136
Matamoros et al.96

Zuo et al.143
—

—

Type of study indicates if the experiment was done in the laboratory ¼ L (articial light), in isolated systems under natural sunlight ¼ S, or in the
eld ¼ F (‘whole system’ fate study, e.g., using mesocosms or natural system). b Rapid degradation: t1/2 < 3 h. Quick degradation: t1/2 ¼ 3–6 h.
Moderate degradation: t1/2 ¼ 6–12 h. Slow degradation: t1/2 > 12 h.
a

small that it is oen omitted from tabulated sunlight irradiance tables.11,145
The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)
denes a standard terrestrial solar spectral irradiance distribution at an absolute air mass of 1.5 (AM1.5 – corresponding to
a zenith angle of 48.19 ).146 Between 290–300 nm the ASTM
document G173-03 reports spectral solar irradiance values of
5.15  1010 W m2 nm1 at 290.0 nm, 3.22  106 W m2
nm1 at 295.0 nm, and 5.00  104 W m2 nm1 at 300.0
nm.146 Thus, simply dening 290 nm as the lower limit wavelength cut-oﬀ may not be entirely accurate, and in some
instances could have profound consequences on the resulting
photolysis data. The wavelength cut-oﬀ becomes especially
important for light sources that have their light intensity

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014

maxima at/near 290–300 nm (e.g., some Hg-vapour lamps) and
when the target compound only absorbs light up to 290–300
nm, and is thus potentially very sensitive to the exact lower
limit wavelength cut-oﬀ. Signicant caution must be taken
when employing light sources that do not match closely the
intensity distribution of natural sunlight (specically near the
lower wavelength cut-oﬀ range of 290–300 nm), as photolysis
rates can be signicantly overestimated. This is a major
contributing reason as to why laboratory derived photodegradation rate constants (and half lives) generally bear
little meaning to environmental photodegradation rates, and
highlights the importance for the determination and use
of quantum yields, as will be discussed further on in this
section.
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Related to this issue is the use of Pyrex (borosilicate) glass
lters as a 290 nm lower limit wavelength cut-oﬀ, a very
common practice throughout the literature. Given that the exact
wavelength cut-oﬀ of Pyrex glass is dependent on the glass
thickness,147 inconsistencies can arise with the improper use
and reporting of Pyrex glass as a wavelength lter. At a standard
Pyrex glass thickness (50 mL tubes z 2 mm thick glass,
measured in our laboratory), some amount of light is transmitted down to approximately 280 nm,147 suggesting that
depending on the light source used, photolysis rates could be
signicantly overestimated as a result of using a Pyrex glass
wavelength lter. It should be noted that laboratory solar
simulators that replicate the AM1.5 solar spectrum distribution
and intensity (e.g., Luzchem solar simulator) are optimal for
laboratory applications, and should provide the most reliable
data in terms of replicating environmental photolytic fate.
The careful consideration and reporting of light source and
lter specics is an important issue that should be more
appropriately addressed in future photolysis experiments.
Specically, caution must be taken when using light sources
that do not match that of natural sunlight (intensity and
distribution) and Pyrex light lters.
As stated, actual environmental behaviour can be approximated through use of an articial light source with a wavelength
and intensity distribution that matches closely to that of natural
sunlight, but still discrepancies are unavoidable. Matamoros
et al.96 studied the photolysis of carbamazepine, ibuprofen,
ketoprofen, and 17a-ethinylestradiol using a sunlight simulator
(Atlas SUNTEST CPS© apparatus equipped with a ltered Xe
lamp) and under natural sunlight. While the irradiance of the
articial light source (300–800 nm, 507.5 W m2) and natural
sunlight (day average of 270 W m2) were in general agreement,
rate constants were between 5 and 111 times faster under
simulated versus natural sunlight, depending on the
compound.96 While these large discrepancies can likely be
attributed to the diurnal cycle (day–night changes in light
intensity and wavelength distribution) of natural sunlight, this is
a good example of how direct photolysis rate constants determined in laboratories oen may not reect behaviour under
natural sunlight. Unfortunately, because this study did not
measure quantum yields, a more quantitative, direct comparison between the two light sources is impossible. Caution must
be taken when using laboratory-determined direct photolysis
rate constants to predict environmental fate, even when the
articial light source appropriately simulates natural sunlight.
Direct photolysis quantum yields measure the eﬃciency with
which a compound breaks down upon absorption of light. This
property should be independent of the light source over a single
electronic transition (absorption band) of a compound,20,148 and
is thus, much more useful for predictive and comparative
purposes. However, quantum yields are less frequently determined in the literature. Consequently, many pharmaceuticals
have no quantum yield data. Furthermore, reported quantum
yields for a given compound can be highly variable (Table 2).
This lack of quantum yield data and the variability therein of
existing determinations are closely linked, and are likely a result
of the more involved nature of determining this property.
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Quantum yields are dependent upon multiple chemical
properties and light characteristics, parameters oen requiring
experimental determination, which can be a source of uncertainty in a calculated quantum yield. The exact calculation
required depends on the type of light source. Polychromatic
light sources are oen used in environmental photolysis studies
to determine quantum yields, thus eqn (1) can be used over a
given wavelength range, so long as the pharmaceutical(s) and
chemical actinometer are irradiated under identical conditions,
generally done simultaneously:145

 
kpc
SIl 3a;l
f
fc ¼
(1)
kpa
SIl 3c;l a
Alternatively, eqn (2) is analogous to eqn (1), but applies to a
monochromatic light source:
  
kpc
3a;l
fc ¼
f
(2)
kpa
3c;l a
At single wavelengths, the Il terms cancel when chemical
and actinometer are irradiated under identical light conditions.
Other equations can be used depending on specic experimental conditions.145 The quantum yield of the target chemical
(c), 4c, is related to the direct photodegradation (p) rate
constant (kp) of chemical and actinometer (a), the quantum
yield of the actinometer (4a), and the product of the wavelengthspecic incident light intensity (Il – generally in units of
photons per area per time) and molar absorption coeﬃcient (3l)
of actinometer and chemical, summed over the wavelength
range of overlap (eqn (1)).
Generally speaking, the large majority of studies use polychromatic light sources to simulate natural sunlight more
closely. Thus, eqn (1) is relevant and demonstrates the higher
degree of diﬃculty required to determine direct photolysis
quantum yields versus rate constants. The diﬃculty comes with
accurately measuring the incident light intensity (Il), most
commonly done using a chemical actinometer, a compound
with a known quantum yield (4a). p-Nitroanisole/pyridine
(PNA/PYR) and p-nitroacetophenone/pyridine (PNAP/PYR) are
the two most common actinometers used for environmental
photolysis studies as they represent a tunable system (i.e., the
quantum yield can be systematically adjusted experimentally)
that allows the matching of actinometer half life to that of the
chemical.149 Of the studies that reported a measurement of light
intensity (67% of all studies scored), 45% used the PNA/PYR or
PNAP/PYR actinometer to do so. Other systems include the
ferrioxalate actinometer150 and a radiometer.
We note that for a number of the drugs in Table 2, quantum
yields were determined using both articial and natural light.
While theoretically they should be the same, there were large
discrepancies in some cases. Sulfamethoxazole quantum yields
have been repeatedly determined under natural sunlight, Xe
light, and Hg light (Table 2), with general agreement amongst
the studies. However, the value of Andreozzi et al.41 is approximately two orders of magnitude smaller (Table 2). One explanation for this discrepancy may be related to the three diﬀerent
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PRO

NAP

Milli-Q water/5.5
Milli-Q water/7
Milli-Q water/5.5
Not reported

Filtered Xe lamp;c 765 W m2; radiometer; PNA(P)/PYR
Natural sunlight (45 N; summer); PNA(P)/PYR
Filtered Xe lamp;c 765 W m2; radiometer; PNA(P)/PYR
Natural sunlight (34 N; summer); PNAP/PYR

0.026
0.036
0.0052
0.017; 0.019

3  105; 4.2  104

Not reported

0.097

Pure water/6.4

1.01; 0.33

0.22
9.3  105

Not reported/2; 8

0.038
0.094
0.018
0.019

Bi-distilled water/5.5
Milli-Q water/7
DI water/not reported
DI water-N2 sparged/
not reported
Lab water/8.5
Pure water/6.4

Fluorescent tube (z290–400 nm)
Sunlight simulator (315–800 nm);
33 910 mW cm2; radiometer
LP Hg lamp (280–400 nm);
1871 mW cm2; radiometer
Pyrex ltered UV-vis lamp; 2  105 Ein L1 s1
(300–500 nm); ferrioxalate
Natural sunlight (34 N; summer); PNAP/PYR

0.031

Milli-Q water/5.5
Milli-Q water/5.5
Milli-Q water/5.5
Milli-Q water/5.5
Bi-distilled water/5.5
Milli-Q water/7
Not reported

Filtered Xe lamp;c 765 W m2; radiometer; PNA(P)/PYR
Fluorescent lamp (l > 285–350 nm); phenol
Filtered Xe lamp;c 765 W m2; radiometer; PNA(P)/PYR
Fluorescent lamp (l > 285–350 nm); phenol
Natural sunlight (40 N; summer); PNA/PYR
Natural sunlight (45 N; summer); PNA(P)/PYR
Natural sunlight (47 N; fall)

4.8  105
6.4  105; 2.9  106;
1.1  105; 2  105
0.0048
0.08
0.0048
0.07
5.5  103
0.002
0.13

1.5  104
1.3  104
2.7  105; 6  106

Bi-distilled water/5.5

Bi-distilled water/5.5
Nanopure water/2.9; 4; 5.8; 9

Natural sunlight (40 N; summer); PNA/PYR
Filtered Xe lamp;e 55 W m2; radiometer

HP Hg lamp; z6  107 Ein s1 (305, 313, 366 nm);
H2O2, valerophenone, radiometer
Natural sunlight (40 N; summer); PNA/PYR
Natural sunlight (45 N; summer); PNA(P)/PYR
Natural sunlight (47 N; summer)
Natural sunlight (47 N; summer)

Milli-Q water/not reported
Pure water/pH not reported
Not reported

0.96; 0.074
0.47; 0.084

0; 0.50; 0.09

DI water/2.6; 5.3; 10.8

Nanopure water/3.2; 8.4
Bi-distilled water/3; 9

0.02
0.0043

F

Pure water/pH not reported
Bi-distilled water/5.5

Matrix/pH

Filtered Xe lamp;d 76 W m2 (265–430 nm); PNA
Pyrex ltered MP Hg lamp; 25 W m2;
radiometer; ferrioxalate
Pyrex ltered MP Hg lamp; 3.1  105 (313–578 nm)
Filtered Xe lamp;c 765 W m2; PNA/PYR
Natural sunlight (34 N; summer); PNAP/PYR

Filtered Xe lamp;c 765 W m2; PNA/PYR
HP Hg lamp; z6  107 Ein s1 (305, 313,
366 nm); H2O2, valerophenone, radiometer
Natural sunlight (45 N; summer); PNA/PYR

Irradiation informationb

Peuravuori102 (31)
Vione et al.126 (26)

Wavelengths <290 nm not ltered
—
Two quantum yield values
measured in August and May
—
—
—
Two quantum yield values
measured in August and May

Eriksson et al.66 (20)
Peuravuori102 (31)

—
Type of lamp not reported

Lin et al.18 (40)
Packer et al.19 (44)
Lin et al.18 (40)
Yamamoto et al.139 (25)

Yamamoto et al.139 (25)

Andreozzi et al.41 (20)
Andreozzi et al.41 (20)
Packer et al.19 (44)
Poiger et al.105 (32)
Poiger et al.105 (32)

Lin et al.18 (40)
Mazellier et al.97 (19)
Lin et al.18 (40)
Mazellier et al.97 (19)
Andreozzi et al.41 (20)
Packer et al.19 (44)
Buser et al.50 (29)

Andreozzi et al.41 (20)
Calisto et al.14 (36)

Chiron et al.59 (29)
Lam et al.84 (38)
Yamamoto et al.139 (25)

Bonvin et al.49 (41)
Moore et al.98 (22)

Boreen et al.13 (45)

Lam et al.84 (38)
Andreozzi et al.41 (20)

Ref. (score)

—
—
—
—
—
—
Quantum yield estimated
from GCSOLAR
No report of ltering
HP-Hg emissions <290 nm
—
—
—
—

—
—
Two quantum yield values
measured in August and May
—
—

—
No report of ltering HP
Hg emissions <290 nm
F for fully-protonated,
singly-protonated, de-protonated
species, respectively
—
—

Comments

Critical Review

IBU

DIC

CLO

E2

EE2

CBZ

SMX

Drug

Table 2 Comparison of quantum yield (F) measurements for selected drugs with two or more literature-reported values. Important parameters such as light source and intensity, wavelength
output, actinometer, matrix, and pH are reported where availablea
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0.07
DI water/3.9

a
SMX ¼ sulfamethoxazole; CBZ ¼ carbamzaepine; EE2 ¼ 17a-ethinylestradiol; E2 ¼ 17b-estradiol; CLO ¼ clobric acid; DIC ¼ diclofenac; IBU ¼ ibuprofen; NAP ¼ naproxen; PRO ¼ propranolol;
HP ¼ high pressure; MP ¼ medium pressure; LP ¼ low pressure. b Irradiation information includes type of light source, wavelength range of light source, lters, light intensity, actinometer used.
Any parameters missing in the table are parameters that were not reported in that specic study. c Suntest CPS Photosimulator equipped with Xe lamp as the UV radiation source and glass lters
restricting the transmission of wavelengths below 290 nm. d Sun 2000 solar simulator-1000 W Xe lamp-AM1.5 lter. e Solarbox 1500 equipped with a 1500 W arc xenon lamp and special outdoor UV
lters that restrict the transmission of light with wavelengths below 290 nm.

Dantas et al.61 (17)

Andreozzi et al.41 (20)
Chen et al.16 (37)
Bi-distilled water/5.5
Water spiked with humic
and fulvic acids/8

0.0022
1.2  105; 6.6  105

—
Quantum yields determined
in the presence of humic and
fulvic acids, respectively
Not environmental/
sunlight relevant
UV-254 germicidal lamp: 1920 mW cm2
(254 nm); radiometer

Irradiation informationb
Drug

Natural sunlight (40 N; summer); PNA/PYR
Pyrex ltered 150 W Xe short arc lamp

(Contd. )
Table 2

Matrix/pH

F

Comments

Ref. (score)
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actinometer systems used by Andreozzi et al. to characterize the
incident light intensity, likely complicating the calculations and
possibly introducing compounding errors in combining the
three measurements.
Other discrepancies in Table 2 also point to characterization
of light intensity as a potential factor leading to major uncertainties in quantum yield determination. Peuravuori102 found
that the quantum yield for diclofenac determined using a full
spectrum sunlight simulator was three orders of magnitude
smaller than with the low pressure mercury lamp (280–
400 nm),102 pointing to the incident light measurement as a
major source of uncertainty. However, other aspects of this
study raise concern regarding the validity of the experimental
data. Peuravuori used a relatively high concentration of acetone
(5.5  103 M) in the irradiation solutions; close to three-orders
of magnitude greater than the test compound, diclofenac (1.3 
106 M). The exact eﬀects of using elevated concentrations of
co-solvent are largely unknown and therefore unpredictable,
putting into question the resulting data. This study is one of the
few examples that obtains an average score (31), based largely
on other criteria in the study, while producing weak data that is
considered inconsistent with the literature.
Although this rubric exercise does a good job at identifying
strong and weak aspects of a study, the resulting score should
always be accompanied by a thorough analysis of the data. This
is an important point also noted by Hu et al.144 in their
discussion regarding the ambiguity surrounding optical properties (many relating to photolysis) reported in the eld of
oceanography. This rubric exercise focuses mainly on the
common aspects of all photochemical studies, which, in large
part makes this scoring technique feasible. However, original
research always contains unique features that cannot necessarily be generalized through the use of pre-developed criteria,
and simply require in depth analysis and expertise from the
reader, as demonstrated here.
Carbamazepine is another compound for which quantum
yields under a number of diﬀerent light conditions have been
reported. Again, there is general agreement between studies
(Table 2), within an order of magnitude. An interesting result is
the two diﬀerent values (August, 2.7  105 and May, 6  106)
reported by Yamamoto et al.,139 which were determined in
August and May under natural sunlight (34 N). While sunlight
intensity will be signicantly diﬀerent at these two times, the
actinometer should account for these diﬀerences. With the rest
of the experimental conditions being identical between these
two dates,139 the most likely source of this discrepancy is the
diﬃculty in accurately and consistently measuring the sunlight
intensity during these two experiments. A confounding factor
making this information diﬃcult to interpret is the fact that
Yamamoto et al. does not report the type of water used or the pH
of the irradiation solutions. The discrepancy in the two
quantum yield measurements could therefore also be the result
of diﬀerences in solution pH between experiments. This
explanation is consistent with our observation of a similarlysized diﬀerence (an order of magnitude) between the two
quantum yield values Calisto et al.14 observed as the pH of the
solution changed (Table 2). While this remains speculative, it
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does raise another important issue that is oen overlooked
when determining quantum yields under articial or natural
light: pH dependence.
Many pharmaceuticals have pKa values in the environmentally relevant pH range of 4–9, meaning that they will oen exist
as a mixture of their protonated/deprotonated species. Speciation can change the electronic environment of the molecule,
and in most cases alter the absorption spectra, subsequently
altering the quantum yield. This eﬀect has been observed for
many pharmaceuticals.13,15,21–23,65 A quantum yield determined
at a pH near a compound's pKa will be highly sensitive to pH
changes, and more appropriately should be referred to as an
‘apparent quantum yield’. This greatly reduces the applicability
and predictive property of the quantum yield considering it only
applies to a system at that same pH. Alternatively, if quantum
yields are determined as individual species (i.e., $2 pH units
above or below the pKa) these values can then be used for cases
when the compound is present as a mixture of protonation
states. The fraction of each species can be determined using the
pH of the system and the appropriate pKa of the compound, as
demonstrated by Challis et al.15 for the sulfonamide antibiotic
sulfapyridine.
Using the rubric scores, attempts were made to correlate
kinetic data for individual pharmaceuticals with the total scores
obtained for that compound. This exercise used quantum yields
from Table 2 (photolysis decay rate constants are not comparable across studies, given the dependence on light source
intensity) to assess whether or not a positive linear correlation
existed between higher scores and the reliability/accuracy of the
measured quantum yield. The quantum yield values and
respective scores obtained by each study were plotted for sulfamethoxazole and diclofenac (data not shown). No strong
correlation was observed, with R2-values < 0.21. This result was
not unexpected given the small sample sizes and many of the
factors discussed above. Specically, too much variation existed
between studies in terms of experimental design, e.g., diﬀerences between pH, actinometer, and light intensity, likely
drowning out any potential existing relationship.
This discussion of direct photolysis rate constants and
quantum yields has highlighted some important challenges
regarding their determination, interpretation, and use. Rate
constants determined in the laboratory are relatively easy to
measure, but have little capability to predict actual photolytic
fate in the environment. An important recommendation going
forward would be that direct photolysis experiments be conducted under natural sunlight, providing a stronger environmental relevancy to the rate constant in terms of the
conclusions that can be drawn regarding environmental fate
overall.
Alternatively, while quantum yields are diﬃcult to measure,
they are a characteristic property of a chemical, carrying much
greater predictive ability. The examples discussed above suggest
the way in which incident light intensity is measured can have a
signicant eﬀect on quantum yield results. Careful consideration should be taken when approaching the experimental
characterization of a light source. Future research should be
aimed at the specic causes of quantum yield discrepancies
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throughout the literature, and the factors leading to incorrect
determinations of quantum yields. Furthermore, closer attention should be paid to the experimental design regarding
determination of quantum yields, with close consideration of
pH and use of co-solvent as factors that can signicantly aﬀect
measurements.
A specic focus going forward should be the determination
of a quantum yield over a wavelength range (spanning a single
electronic transition) versus a monochromatic light source. Part
of the issue may result from the use of a chemical actinometer
that absorbs light at wavelengths signicantly diﬀerent from
that of the target compound. If the wavelength overlap of actinometer and chemical with the light source are drastically
diﬀerent, the actinometer and chemical are absorbing diﬀerent
photons. The light intensity determined by the actinometer will
not necessarily apply to the chemical, thus confounding the
calculations and introducing signicant error. Moreover,
quantum yield measurements over a large wavelength distribution may have further implications if two electronic transitions occur in this range. It is well documented, most notably by
Kahsa,148 that a quantum yield should be constant over a single
transition. However, over large wavelength ranges, a tailing
absorption band dened by a unique quantum yield, overlapping slightly with the absorption band of interest (i.e.,
>290 nm), may contribute to the overall measurement, and
thus, resulting uncertainty. This idea should also be considered
when examining quantum yields measured over single versus
multiple wavelengths.

Indirect photolysis
Compared to direct photolysis, indirect mechanisms can be
much more complex, making their characterization diﬃcult
experimentally. Additionally, it is also diﬃcult to develop
standardized methods to test indirect photolysis, since there are
many confounding factors that may alter photolysis mechanisms and pathways, which are oen unpredictable, and
therefore challenging to capture in a standard testing guideline.
One kinetic parameter dening indirect photolysis is bimolecular second-order rate constants between compound and
photosensitizer. Considering the reactivity between two species
(in this case pharmaceutical and reactive species) is constant;
this parameter is theoretically comparable across studies, in a
similar way to direct photolysis quantum yields. Almost exclusively, these second-order rate constants are measured for
hydroxyl radicals and/or singlet oxygen species, and to a lesser
extent carbonate radicals and hydrated electrons. Of the studies
evaluated in this review, a total of fourteen (12% of all studies)
measured second-order rate constants for reaction with photosensitizing species, with only a select number of compounds
having more than one measurement (for example, sulfamethoxazole13,84 and atorvastatin84,108). There is, however, a body of
literature aimed strictly at accurate measurement of these
bimolecular rate constants, oen utilizing pulsed radiolysis,
that do not t well with our developed rubric, and thus were not
scored here.28,151–159 A complete list of relevant literature
regarding this work is not presented. Regardless, the existing
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literature currently still does not present a large enough dataset
– multiple measurements on a wide array of pharmaceuticals –
to permit direct comparisons. For these reasons, it is diﬃcult to
discuss indirect photolysis in the context of the rubric scores, as
was done for direct photolysis with quantum yields (Table 2).
This section will thus focus less on comparing specic results
and scores among studies and more on a critical evaluation of
both the general mechanisms observed in the literature, and
the diﬀerent approaches that are taken to study indirect
photolysis mechanisms. Table 1 does, however, give a summary
of the general indirect (and direct) photolysis mechanisms
observed across studies for seven well-studied pharmaceuticals,
in a way comparing indirect photolysis results throughout the
literature.
The term ‘indirect photolysis’, when used in the literature,
generally refers to the ‘total’ photolysis of a compound in an
aqueous system containing photosensitizing species. Since
indirect mechanisms cannot be determined separate from
direct mechanisms experimentally, total photolysis is, in fact,
being measured. Direct and indirect rate constants determined
under the same conditions are additive, and thus can be separated out:15
ktotal ¼ kdirect + kindirect

(3)

The matrix used for indirect photolysis investigations can
take on any number of forms. It may be laboratory water spiked
with naturally occurring constituents (i.e., synthetic ‘natural’
water) or natural water sampled from a water body (e.g., surface
water, wastewater, experimental mesocosm water). Synthetic
natural water is oen used in controlled experiments with the
goal of determining specic indirect photolysis mechanisms
(i.e., which photosensitizing species are involved). Alternatively,
sampled natural water, while sometimes more diﬃcult to work
with, more closely resembles a natural system, though it might
be highly specic and lack broad applicability.
Many pharmaceuticals undergo both direct and indirect
photolysis to varying degrees, which at a supercial level can be
predicted to some extent based on the compound's light
absorption properties. The NSAID ibuprofen is a compound
with no spectral overlap with sunlight (l > 290 nm), and thus,
cannot directly absorb light energy. Photo-excited species are
necessary for ibuprofen to photodegrade.19 Compounds such as
propranolol (b-blocker) and naproxen (NSAID) undergo direct
photolysis, but also exhibit increased degradation in natural
waters (t1/2 ¼ 1.1 min and 1.4 h, respectively) compared to direct
photolysis alone (t1/2 ¼ 4.4 h and 1.9 h, respectively).18 Alternatively, some compounds that exhibit rapid direct photolysis,
such as ketoprofen (NSAID), show slower removal in natural
waters (half-life of 2.5 min in pure water versus 4.1 h in natural
water).18 Amongst pharmaceutical classes, and even within drug
families, both the extent and mechanism of indirect photolysis
can vary signicantly, making predictions diﬃcult and experimental work necessary on a compound-to-compound basis.
The natural water species studied most in the literature and
deemed important to the indirect photolysis of aquatic organic
contaminants include dissolved nitrates, carbonates, iron, and
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dissolved organic matter (DOM).16,160–168 These species can
promote the production, and in some cases the inhibition or
scavenging, of many diﬀerent photosensitizers that may
mediate contaminant breakdown. These include the formation
of hydroxyl radicals (cOH), singlet oxygen (1O2), carbonate
radicals (cCO3), triplet excited state DOM (3DOM), hydrated
electrons, and many other reactive oxygen species. The importance of each of these towards contaminant removal depends
largely on what species (e.g., nitrates, carbonates, iron, DOM)
are present, at what levels, and the nature of the contaminant
present.
There have been some attempts at correlating species reactivity to specic functional groups and moieties. While these
approaches have potential, many pharmaceutical compounds
contain multiple functional groups. This structural diversity
makes the application of these correlations less meaningful and
predictive. Larson and Zepp169 investigated the reaction
pathway of carbonate radicals (cCO3) with aromatic amine
compounds, and concluded that electron-rich systems react
rapidly. Huang and Mabury163 studied this reaction pathway
with a few simple electron-rich sulfur-containing pesticides,
and stated that cCO3 was of intermediate importance in indirect photolysis of these compounds. While both studies show
strong evidence for this specic selective mechanism, generalizing the mechanism to a family of drugs containing multiple
reactive moieties, for example, becomes increasingly diﬃcult.
Attempts at correlating structural composition of a pharmaceutical family to reactivity of specic species, using quantitative structure–activity relationships, may warrant further
research. However, the complex nature of these compounds and
the mechanisms involved require caution.
Predictions aside, much progress has been made experimentally on the indirect photolysis of pharmaceuticals in the
last ten years. Of the studies scored in this review, 96 (80% of all
studies) have investigated the indirect photolysis of pharmaceuticals. Only seven of these studies were published prior to
2003, the time of the last review on this topic.9 Generally
speaking, studies investigating indirect photolysis will isolate
the importance of specic species by amending irradiation
solutions with known amounts of individual water constituents
(e.g., standardized fulvic/humic acids, nitrate, carbonate, etc.) to
assess the importance of each species. Quenching experiments
oen follow to determine the specic photosensitizer responsible and in some cases, second-order reaction rates are determined. Table 1 summarizes some of the main photolysis
processes and mechanisms (indirect and direct) involved in the
degradation of a select set of well-studied pharmaceuticals.
A majority of studies test the inuence of individual and/or
multiple species in a single matrix, at a single concentration,
i.e., test a single type of water, natural or articial. Lam et al.26
took a diﬀerent approach by using a systematic multivariate
technique to assess the eﬀect of diﬀerent species at varying
concentrations on the indirect photolysis of pharmaceuticals
and pesticides. The laboratory-based test system (“PhotoFate”)
studied three natural water constituents that are known radical
producers and scavengers: nitrate, bicarbonate, and DOM. Each
species had a low, medium, and high concentration and were
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mixed with each other to make 16 diﬀerent synthetic natural
water test solutions – essentially a factorial approach. This
approach is unique in that it simulates diﬀering natural water
systems to demonstrate that indirect photolysis can vary
signicantly depending on the identity and concentration of
water constituents present.26 Only two pharmaceuticals were
studied, and ciprooxacin showed rapid direct photolysis,
making indirect mechanisms less important. Clobric acid
showed increased removal with increasing DOM but an inconsistent trend with varying nitrate concentration. This type of
approach may warrant further study on a larger and more
representative group of pharmaceuticals. Since publication in
2003, Lam et al.26 have been cited over 120 times. Four
studies23,170–172 adopted similar experimental designs to investigate indirect photolysis, with only Ge et al.23 investigating
pharmaceuticals; the others were pesticide studies. One downside to this approach is the large number of samples and
analyses required, likely a large reason this type of technique
has not been more widely adopted.
Generally speaking, the most important oxidant is the cOH
radical, an indiscriminate, fast reacting oxidant that works by
either hydrogen abstraction or addition to a double bond.160
Second-order reaction rate constants with cOH range from 108
M1 s1 up to the diﬀusion controlled limit of 1010 M1 s1 for
compounds containing aromatic rings and/or abstractable
hydrogen atoms.160 Singlet oxygen tends to be a much more
selective oxidant with slower reaction rates, generally varying
from 105 to 108 M1 s1.173 Despite these slower reaction rates,
1
O2 does play a role in the degradation of certain drugs.21,87 Ge
et al.23 studied the photolysis of eight uoroquinolone antibiotics and used quenching experiments to assess the roles of
cOH and 1O2 in the overall photolysis of these drugs. Isopropanol and sodium azide – two very commonly used
quenchers – were used to quench cOH and 1O2, respectively.
Many of the freshwater constituents (DOM, nitrate, Fe(III))
inhibited degradation by acting as an inner lter. However, they
did observe the interesting phenomenon of self-sensitized
photo-oxidation via cOH and 1O2 in the direct photolysis
experiments. A marked decrease in drug removal upon addition
of the quenchers to pure water solutions was reported, indicating that the uoroquinolones themselves were mediating the
formation of cOH and 1O2, that subsequently degraded them.23
Edhlund et al.65 studied the direct and indirect photolysis of
three nitrofuran antibiotics, and determined their bimolecular
second-order reaction rate constants with cOH and 1O2 using
competition kinetics. For the determination of cOH-rate
constants, Fenton's reagent was used to generate hydroxyl
radicals, with acetophenone as a reference compound. Steadystate photolysis was used to obtain a rate constant with singlet
oxygen, using Rose Bengal as a sensitizer and furfural as the
reference compound. Second-order reaction rate constants for
the three nitrofuran antibiotics ranged between 109 M1 s1
with hydroxyl radicals and 105 to 106 M1 s1 with singlet
oxygen.65 These rate constants were then used to estimate
photolysis half-lives based on these two specic mechanisms
(cOH and 1O2), assuming environmental steady-state concentrations of the oxidants. This is a good example of how second-
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order rate constants for photosensitizing species can be applied
to help predict environmental fate, either through a simple
exercise as above, or as input parameters facilitating more
accurate fate assessment in modelling programs.
As alluded earlier, more experimental data regarding secondorder rate constants of pharmaceuticals is required to allow
direct comparisons of measured rates to assess the consistency
of the data (as was done for quantum yields), and facilitate more
detailed predictions and modelling exercises. To this end,
determining second-order rate constants for a wider range of
pharmaceutical compounds should be considered a research
focus going forward. Furthermore, it might be of interest to
adapt the scoring rubric developed here to assess the quality of
data regarding measurement and reporting of bimolecular
reaction rate constants for pharmaceuticals with photosensitizing species.
DOM represents a complex and dynamic species that can
have a broad range of eﬀects on a chemical contaminant,
including photosensitization,21,25 light screening,23,84 scavenging,174–176 and oxidative inhibition.27,177 There are many
examples illustrating the complex nature and role of DOM in
photolytic processes. Boreen et al.21 found the enhanced
degradation of six-membered ring sulfonamides to be attributed mostly to interaction with 3DOM. However, not all DOM is
created equally. More recent work has shown that the origins of
the DOM – autochthonous (aquatic) or allochthonous (terrestrial) – can have signicant eﬀects on possible photo-mechanisms. Guerard et al.25 demonstrated with sulfadimethoxine
and triclocarban that aquatic DOM will primarily mediate
degradation through 3DOM intermediates, while terrestrial
DOM is more reactive in promoting degradation by reactive
oxygen species. Similar results were observed by Ryan et al.111
for sulfamethoxazole and trimethoprim. Moreover, further
studies have shown that DOM is capable of inhibiting the
excited triplet-induced oxidation of many aromatic aquatic
contaminants, specically those containing aniline functionalities (e.g., sulfonamides).27,177,178 This inhibition has been
attributed to anti-oxidant moieties (i.e. phenolic groups)
present in DOM, with allochthonous DOM expected to inhibit
triplet-induced oxidation more eﬃciently than less aromatic
DOM (autochthonous).178 This work was corroborated by Jacobs
et al.73 by examining the direct and indirect photolysis of
ibuprofen. The dynamic behaviour of DOM as a photosensitizer
can be attributed to its complex and variable makeup, which is
also the reason it is so diﬃcult to characterize. As more research
reveals the structure and function of diﬀerent types of
DOM,151,179 its roles as a photosensitizer will become more
apparent.

Photodegradation products
The recent (2011) review by Fatta-Kassinos et al.10 provided a
detailed treatise regarding the transformation products of
pharmaceuticals in surface waters and wastewaters during
photolysis and advanced oxidation processes. For this reason,
an exhaustive search was not conducted for studies focused
purely on the identication of photodegradation products, and
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likely some studies were le out. Furthermore, these types of
studies oen present little to no photochemical data and
related experimental parameters, and thus, do not t well with
our designed rubric. This may also explain the lower scores
obtained by these types of studies, despite the fact that highquality data pertaining to photo-product identication is oen
obtained (for example, Aguera et al.39).
With this, only a brief discussion will follow highlighting
some important ndings and trends that emerged from the
scoring exercise conducted. One important and positive trend is
that an increasing number of studies characterize, to varying
degrees of detail, photodegradation products as part of a
photolysis study. It is becoming standard in photolysis studies,
almost certainly due to the advancement of analytical technologies, specically mass spectrometry. Of all the studies scored
and evaluated in this critical review, 65% (78 of 120) investigated photodegradation products in some capacity. A number
of studies used high-resolution mass spectrometry to identify
upwards of 20–30 photodegradation products.23,39,51,70,122
Furthermore, a small subset of these studies included toxicity
assays with the photo-products, either in a single study with the
kinetic data,23,115,122,180 or as completely separate photo-product
toxicity studies.181,182 Nearly all such studies are laboratorybased, as controllable systems simplify the analysis of complex
and varied photo-products, which are produced at relatively low
concentrations that cannot be readily quantied given lack of
authentic standards, and may be diﬃcult to isolate from other
matrix components. The development of relevant toxicity tests
and screening for persistent photodegradation products for
testing in toxicity bioassays should be a major research focus
going forward.

Whole system fate studies
Up to this point in this review, literature referred to as eld or
sunlight studies have, for the most part, involved highly
controlled experiments in natural sunlight, generally done in
small (<1L), isolated sample vessels. A large majority of sunlight
photolysis studies are done in this manner, as such experiments
lend to more mechanistic photolysis experiments and thus to a
more focused discussion on photolytic fate specically.
However, what these study designs gain through controlled
setups, they lose in their ability to simulate real aquatic environments, and thus, true environmental fate. The following
section of this critical review will examine ‘whole system’ (e.g.,
large outdoor microcosms/mesocosms or natural water bodies)
fate studies existing in the literature for pharmaceuticals. The
importance of these types of investigations will be highlighted
and discussed, with specic focus on how they relate to laboratory studies.
Logistically, ‘whole system’ fate studies are more involved,
requiring more time and resources, and generally take one of
two approaches to the experimental design: manipulation of
full scale mesocosms53,85,183 or observations of a carefully chosen
natural system.50,184–186 Mesocosms are designed to simulate a
functional aquatic ecosystem with trophic level interactions
(e.g., microorganisms, invertebrates, macrophytes) and
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multiple environmental compartments (e.g., sediment and
water). Alternatively, in situ fate studies are generally done on
impacted surface waters where elevated contaminant concentrations are observed. Rivers and/or lakes with single, well
dened inputs and outputs50 are generally chosen as study sites.
In most cases, a mass balance approach is taken to account for
the fate processes responsible for contaminant removal/loss.50
Comparisons between isolated photolysis studies and whole
system fate investigations is oen a diﬃcult task considering
that many of the metrics used to evaluate laboratory photolytic
fate are inherently diﬀerent, and oen less specic for eld
studies. For example, generally speaking, a quantum yield
cannot be determined in a large outdoor mesocosm fate study.
Similarly, a (pseudo) rst-order rate constant determined in a
mesocosm study will generally be a dissipation rate constant,
accounting for multiple loss processes. It is diﬃcult to separate
out individual mechanisms. For example, recent work has
examined the eﬃcacy of wetland systems for the removal of
pharmaceuticals from impacted waters at both laboratory-187,188
and mesocosm-scale,189–191 and in natural constructed wetland
systems.192–198 These studies generally focus on overall removal
eﬃciency. While such characterization is valuable, only qualitative mention is typically made of specic attenuation
processes responsible for this removal – in particular, the
importance of photodegradation for pharmaceuticals. Photolysis rates are generally not reported, nor are predictions of such
rates based on light uxes, known quantum yields, and
measured or estimated steady-state concentrations of photosensitizing radical species for indirect photolysis. Rate
constants for other dissipation processes, such as non-photolytic abiotic transformation, biotransformation, and sorption,
are also generally not reported.
A small collection of studies have used various approaches to
further delineate specic fate processes responsible for removal
of pharmaceuticals in full scale systems. Staying with constructed wetland studies, Cardinal et al.199 investigated the
eﬃcacy of constructed wetlands for the removal of pharmaceuticals using planted and unplanted outdoor mesocosms. In
addition to measuring the overall removal rates, the authors
used a basic modelling approach to further elucidate specic
loss processes occurring for individual pharmaceuticals.
Specically, the extent of sorption to natural particulate organic
carbon (POC) in the water column and sediments, and direct
and indirect photolysis, were estimated and compared to the
observed overall loss rates. Plant uptake of pharmaceuticals was
a minor process compared to photodegradation and sorption.
Carbamazepine, for example, was found to be removed
predominantly by photolysis (mostly indirect; kindirect,estimated ¼
0.076 per day), and to a lesser extent, sorption and sedimentation. The estimated half-life of carbamazepine based on these
processes (7.6 days) agreed reasonably well with the observed
half-life over the 28 days mesocosm experiment (9.1 days).199
Cardoza et al.53 conducted experiments both in lab and eld
to assess the fate of the antibiotic ciprooxacin in aquatic
systems. All experiments used the full-scale mesocosm water as
a matrix. The authors observed rapid photodegradation of
ciprooxacin, with half-lives of 1.9–46 h in lab (depending on
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articial light source) to approximately 1 h in the full-scale
mesocosms under natural sunlight (3400–3900 mE m2 s1 at
start of experiment). Further laboratory experiments amended
dark treatments with POC and observed a signicant reduction
in the dissolved fraction of ciprooxacin aer only 15 min
(in acidic conditions) – an observed removal rate far greater
than the lab-observed photolysis. Although the mesocosm water
contained very low levels of POC, allowing photolysis to dominate ciprooxacin removal, the authors noted that both
adsorption and photolysis are important fate processes for this
compound, with the dominant mechanisms being dictated
largely by POC level, light intensity, and pH of the system.53 Lin
et al.184 used a similar approach for studying the fate of three
pharmaceuticals (gembrozil, ibuprofen, and naproxen) along
a 12 km stretch of river. Utilizing model simulations (GCSOLAR)
and laboratory experiments, the authors concluded that the
primary removal mechanisms for these three drugs were photodegradation (naproxen) and biotransformation (gembrozil
and ibuprofen). Tixier et al.200 used eld measurements and
modeling to predict the environmental fate of carbamazepine,
clobric acid, diclofenac, ibuprofen, ketoprofen, and naproxen
in the eﬄuents of three wastewater treatment plants, two rivers,
and in the water column of Lake Greifensee (Switzerland) over a
three month period. These publications represent high quality
studies that consider multiple fate processes in laboratory and
full-scale systems (constructed and natural). These studies
bridged the data obtained through the lab and eld experiments – an important research focus going forward, as an
aspect where strictly laboratory-based studies oen fall short.
A very recent study made signicant progress in isolating the
role of specic photolysis mechanisms in the removal of pharmaceuticals from open-water cells in unit process treatment
wetlands.75 Jasper et al.75 measured direct and indirect photolysis rates in pure and wetland water respectively, for atenolol,
propranolol, sulfamethoxazole, and carbamazepine. In addition, steady-state radical concentrations of cOH and cCO3 in
the wetland water and quantum yields for formation of cOH
from DOM and nitrate were measured. Bimolecular secondorder reaction rate constants with cCO3 were also measured.
Other parameters, such as singlet oxygen concentrations and
second order reaction rate constants of the pharmaceuticals
with reactive oxygen species, were either predicted using
quantitative structure–activity relationships (QSARs) (1O2) or
borrowed from the literature (cOH). These parameters were
used to design a photolysis model to predict these processes in
the open-water cells. Jasper et al.75 were able to draw conclusions as to the treatment eﬃciency of these open-water cell
systems based on the photolysis predicted by the model. For
example, this system would provide year-round treatment of
photo-labile propranolol, while substantial removal of the more
stable compound sulfamethoxazole would only occur in the
spring and summer months. Tixier et al.118 used a similar
approach to understand the total fate of triclosan in a model
system (Lake Greifensee). Like Jasper et al., they used extensive
experimental data (e.g., rate constants, quantum yields, pH
consideration) and eld measurements to predict the phototransformation in Lake Greifensee.118
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These studies take a unique approach to understanding
photolysis, and more generally, fate of pharmaceuticals in
aquatic systems. Most commonly, studies begin with isolated
laboratory photolysis experiments that are oen limited to the
exact experimental conditions used and may lend little meaning
to actual environmental fate, as illustrated previously. Jasper
et al.,75 however, start at a full-scale environment, and use it as a
model to design more isolated and directed experiments based
in part on the observations from the natural system. This
approach helps produce more realistic and applicable fate data.
With some exceptions, the studies cited in this section of the
review were not assessed using the scoring rubric, as it is not, in
its current state, designed to evaluate ‘whole system’ fate
studies. That having been said, in addition to acting as an
evaluation technique of and guideline for photolysis fate
studies, the rubric developed here should also be treated as a
template to be adapted for diﬀerent applications and research
streams.

Conclusions, future research needs,
and recommendations
This critical assessment of the literature regarding photochemical fate of pharmaceuticals in aquatic environments has
highlighted a number of key issues warranting consideration by
researchers forwarding the eld, and identied areas for
potential future research focus:
 Add to, and improve on, the study of important pharmaceuticals that had either low quality data or lacked laboratory or
eld data, or both, based on the scoring exercise (Fig. 2). For
future photolytic fate investigations, some of these compounds
should be considered for study in order to ll these existing
knowledge gaps (e.g., b-blockers acebutolol, alprenolol, bisoprolol, nadolol, and pindolol; Fig. 2C).
 Make the execution and reporting of experimental methods
more consistent, which will be central to producing more
transparent data. The rubric developed here can aid in this
process. The ability to have expansive supplementary information sections for many journals will assist as well.
 Shi the focus to the determination of photolysis rate
constants under natural sunlight as opposed to in the laboratory, which would allow for more direct and reliable correlations
to environmental fate.
 More detailed reporting of the light source and lter
should be addressed in future photolysis experiments. Caution
must be taken when using light sources and lters (e.g., Pyrex
glass) that do not result in a light output closely matching
natural sunlight in both intensity and distribution. A systematic
study assessing the eﬀects of light sources and lters on
resulting kinetic data, specically in the sensitive 290–300 nm
range, may be of interest.
 Elucidate the root causes of inconsistent and variable
quantum yield measurements in the lab and eld. Research
should focus on the use of actinometers for the determination
of incident light intensity, and specically how the choice of
actinometer will aﬀect light measurements, and ultimately
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quantum yield calculations. Also, the use of poly- versus monochromatic light for quantum yield measurements should be
considered in regards to the assumption of a single electronic
transition in a given wavelength range. Additionally, closer
consideration to such factors as pH and the use of co-solvents
should be given.
 An emphasis should be placed on measuring second-order
rate constants towards photosensitizing species for a larger
number of pharmaceuticals. A larger database of second-order
rate constants will facilitate more accurate modeling of photochemical fate that can include both direct and indirect
processes.
 Investigate specic indirect photolysis pathways and make
correlations between pharmaceutical structure and species
reactivity. While challenging, this interesting path will ultimately lead to mechanism predictions based on the structure of
the drug.
 Consider performing simple toxicity assays simultaneously
(e.g., Microtox), alongside the photo-product identication of
pharmaceuticals to eﬃciently identify potentially toxic
degradates.
 Greater focus on dual level fate studies – combining fullscale outdoor fate experiments, using mesocosms or natural
systems, with more directed laboratory/sunlight experiments
and modeling exercises. This will further our understanding of
how photochemical fate ts with other fate processes and give a
better sense of actual environmental fate.
The large amount of existing data regarding environmental
photolysis of pharmaceuticals is absolutely necessary to
understand the fundamental fate of these contaminants.
However, at a point, a change in research focus is necessary to
advance and develop any eld of study. Thus, a concerted eﬀort
should be made towards the application of existing (and future)
data, acquired in lab and to some extent in the eld, to our
knowledge of true environmental fate of these chemicals. This
may involve studies done under natural sunlight, whole system
fate studies, and modeling exercises, with a specic focus on
bridging data from all three, allowing for more concrete
conclusions to be drawn regarding environmental fate. Ultimately, this will allow for better regulatory and policy decisions
regarding this issue. To this end, harmonizing the experimental
methodologies of photolytic fate studies would be central to
producing more consistent and comparable data. The scoring
rubric developed here could assist in this goal by developing a
methodological framework for use in future studies. This aim of
developing consistent methods and standardized tests is by no
means a novel idea and has been done throughout the scientic
community across various research streams. This approach,
while not specically applied to pharmaceuticals at present, has
been used for chemicals which are more heavily regulated (e.g.,
pesticides) and thus require more consistent evaluation,
testing, and reporting36 – an idea that will likely be required of
certain pharmaceuticals in the near future.34,35
It is important to note that the topics discussed in this
critical evaluation by no means diminish the signicance of the
cited works. Simply, these observations highlight the need for
better communication amongst the scientic community to
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develop more consistent and accepted testing methods. Though
photochemical testing guidelines do exist37,38 they are oen
under-utilized by much of the scientic community.10 A
renewed push towards this goal, beginning here, might be the
needed reminder to help re-focus this eld of research in order
to produce high quality and relevant data.
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